To all,

This is a reminder about the opportunity to submit electronic posters that will be displayed continuously on a large monitor in the SC08 booth. We are aware of some that are being created now. The posters will also be available on the kiosk computers (to be used for demos, etc) so that one can open and select a specific poster to discuss with a "client".

Be sure to mention the grant (agency, program, ...) in case your funding manager comes by the booth.

We know that many of the posters being prepared for the CRI Poster session will also be used as electronic posters for SC08.

I have attached the template for the electronic posters. You may add your own logos. Or as last year CRI may want to take this template and make their own CRI SC08 template to be used by those in that group.

Some rough guidelines for the electronic posters are:
  word count: 200-250
  2 images (not counting logos)